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Abstract

Academic researchers in speech recogni-
tion have for years been stymied by a lack
of large data corpora of speech audio with
accurate transcripts. To combat this, we
present a novel method to synthetically
create an arbitrarily large dataset of tran-
scribed speech. We designed a synthetic
speech generator to create speech audio
from Wikipedia articles. In order to model
human variation and natural noise, we in-
jected “chaos” into the speech generation
pipeline. This newly generated corpus of
chaotically synthesized speech became the
input data to our end-to-end deep learn-
ing speech recognizer. Through experi-
ments, we show that our synthetic speech
data can be successfully used to augment
a model trained off of the Switchboard
dataset. With more computation, we hope
that the synthetic speech model will be
able to exceed state-of-the-art results in
speech recognition.

1 Introduction

In the preceding decade, the artificial intelligence
community has seen breakthrough advancements
with deep learning in machine learning tasks such
as image recognition and natural language pro-
cessing. In speech recognition as well, deep learn-
ing has spurred a revolution. Earlier this year,
Saon, et. al. reached a state-of-the-art 5.5% word
error rate on the canonical Switchboard dataset
through an end-to-end deep learning system (Saon
et al., 2017). Yet, no one has been able to match
human parity yet (estimated to be 5.1% word er-
ror rate) (Saon et al., 2017). Although these deep
learning techniques have enabled tremendous im-
provements in almost all machine learning tasks

(especially, speech recognition), they rely on a
huge amount of data to adequately train. In com-
puter vision, this challenge was met by the Im-
ageNet team when they compiled over 14 mil-
lion labeled images to train their neural networks
(Deng et al., 2009).

For years, however, the state-of-the-art in aca-
demic automatic speech recognizers have relied
on a small set of corpora with limited data. Fur-
thermore, very few large datasets exist for lan-
guages other than the most popular, posing chal-
lenges for universal speech recognition across lan-
guages. Unlike image classification, speech recog-
nition data collection is laborious and expensive.
In order to be adequate for training, the data must
have a speech audio file with an accurately labeled
transcript. In the academic world, Table 1 shows
the current datasets most often used by researchers
with their respective state-of-the-art benchmarks.
These paltry datasets have hindered researchers
ability to truly leverage the depth of deep learning
models.

We seek to solve this problem. Hannun et al.
concluded their breakthrough Deep Speech paper
by suggesting that “this approach will continue to
improve as we capitalize on increased computing
power and dataset sizes in the future” (2014). Yet,
dataset sizes cannot increase without substantial
monetary and human investment in order to te-
diously procure the data. If, however, there existed
a way to artificially synthesize such a dataset, it
may allow Hannun and others to utilize their deep
learning innovations in such a way to truly surpass
human quality in speech recognition.

We present a novel technique to acquire such
large-scale data in order to properly train a deep
neural network. Recognizing the vast amount of
written language publicly available on the Inter-
net and the latest improvements in speech synthe-
sis, we developed a proof-of-concept system that



Corpus Total Hours of Speech SoTA Paper WER
Switchboard 2,000 (Saon et al., 2017) 5.5%
LibriSpeech 1,000 (Amodei et al., 2015)∗ 12.69%
Wall Street Journal ’93 80 (Amodei et al., 2015)∗ 2.98%
Fischer + SWBD 2,100 (Povey et al., 2016) 9.8%
Synthesized Wikipedia 730,555 You, 2017? Breakthrough?

Table 1: The most commonly used datasets used by academics to train their automatic speech rec-
ognizers with the accompanying size of the data and the leading state-of-the-art results. We also label
our hypothetical dataset on the full Wikipedia corpus, which is calculated by multiplying the 2.9 billion
words in the English wikipedia by the average amount of time it takes our synthetic engine to speak one
word (2.63 seconds) (Zachte, 2017). * NB: Amodei et al. and the Baidu team trained their algorithms off
of a proprietary dataset of 11,940 labelled hours of read speech prior to testing on Switchboard (2015).

artificially synthesized speech from any arbitrary
corpus of written text. Yet, such a naı̈ve system
trained on an ideal speech synthesizer would gen-
eralize poorly to model the natural variation and
noise in human speech. Therefore, we corrupt the
synthesized speech by transforming it into chaoti-
cally synthesized speech (CSS) through the injec-
tion of specific chaos, randomness, and variation.
The CSS then becomes the training data for our
end-to-end speech recognizer.

We perform a series of experiments to test the
hypothesis that, with chaos injected, the synthe-
sized speech is able to demonstrate that it can
be used to successfully augment a smaller cor-
pus of natural speech. We combine a synthesized
dataset with a natural dataset and prove that the
augmented dataset outperforms the natural-only
dataset. Thus, we conclude that one can augment
a natural dataset with CSS to improve the overall
model’s accuracy. However, more evaluation will
be necessary to evaluate whether this approach can
be applied on models already trained with a larger
amount of natural data than we were able to per-
form in our experiments.

2 Related Work

Following IARPA’s BABEL competition to im-
prove automatic speech recognition for low-
resource languages, a flurry of work emerged to
try to mitigate the problem of extremely limited
datasets. Many of these approaches relied on ei-
ther data augmentation or synthesized data to ex-
pand the limited naturally-collected datasets.

Ragni et al. successfully showed that low-
resource language datasets, specifically Assamese
and Zulu (the two hardest languages to perform
ASR on in the IARPA BABEL challenge), can be

augmented through audio post-processing in order
to provide more data for an ASR to train off of.
They perform vocal tract length perturbation and
stochastic feature mapping on the dataset in or-
der to synthesize more data for training purposes.
Combining these two augmentation schemes, they
showed that they were able to improve ASR-
performance on both datasets (Ragni et al., 2014;
Cui et al., 2014).

Researchers also showed that augmenting the
dataset with synthetic techniques proves success-
ful. One approach demonstrated that augmenting
the data by training off of the datasets at three dif-
fering speeds (0.9, 1.0, 1.1 respectively) showed
an average of 4.3% WER improvement with the
speed perturbation method (Ko et al., 2015). The
previous approaches combined with a fMLLR-
based augmentation also proved effective in in-
creasing accuracy (Hartmann et al., 2016). Fur-
ther, the Deep Speech 2 team augmented their
dataset with noise synthesis (Amodei et al., 2015).

Other approaches have demonstrated that not
only does data augmentation work, but also train-
ing off of purely synthesized data like we do in
this paper also proves successful. In the task of
emotion recognition, researchers found that using
only synthesized speech performed poorly when
compared with a natural dataset on a single corpus
test (Schuller and Burkhardt, 2010). They, how-
ever, found that when testing on a cross-corpus
dataset (a test set containing samples from mul-
tiple different corpora), the synthesized speech
model performed better than the human speech
model. Combining human speech with the synthe-
sized speech to form a mixed training set proved
to be the most effective at generalizing to a cross-
corpus test.



3 Chaotically Synthesized Speech

Naı̈vely training on the raw output of a single text-
to-speech engine would result in probably a near
perfect ability for a speech recognizer when tested
on a dataset of similarly synthesized speech due
to the regularity and crispness of the data. How-
ever, the same trained model would generalize
poorly when tested on natural human voice. In or-
der to solve this burden, we introduce the concept
of chaotically synthesized speech (CSS) that at-
tempts to create synthetic speech that can be used
to train a speech recognizer that will then general-
ize well on natural human voice datasets.

The main driving force behind CSS is not to
create a speech synthesizer that sounds the most
natural or best, but rather is most able to approxi-
mate the variation, depth, and noise present in hu-
man speech. Essentially, CSS does not need to
even sound human, but must have the same range
of variation as human speech has. If the varia-
tion in the frequency of the pronunciation of the
state-space of the pronunciation of the phoneme
’e’ among human populations is distributed nor-
mally with mean µ and standard deviation σ, then
we want the CSS to model the same range of possi-
bilities for the vocalization of the same phoneme.
We understand that it is impossible to model all
the different pronunciations through data manipu-
lation due to computation and data limits, but we
can at least model the variation to best approxi-
mate the same variable range present in human
voices. The “chaos” should account for all the
same variables that influence human speech varia-
tion, including pitch, volume, timbre, and speed.

3.1 Synthesizing Data

We want the synthesized data to best model the test
human natural speech dataset in terms of vocab-
ulary, language, and syntactical style. We there-
fore opted to use the Simple English Wikipedia
dataset. The Simple English Wikipedia is an En-
glish Wikipedia on general topics of interest with
the stated focus of having simple and easily un-
derstandable contexts. They have a policy to try to
use only the 1,000 most common English words
and not to have sentences that exceed too much
complexity in terms of grammar or length. Sim-
ple Wikipedia has over 125, 000 content pages as
of May 2017 (Mediawiki, 2017). Using the data
dump from Simple Wikipedia, we synthesized 500
hours of speech. Although the dataset is far larger

than a mere 500 hours, and we hope future studies
will be able to leverage the full size of the dataset.

We preprocessed the Simple English Wikipedia
dataset to remove all meta data associated with
content sentences (removing all URLs, complex
dates, etc). We further scrubbed the data of all
wikidata-related syntax, which Wikipedia uses to
aid in the formatting of the pages. We then split
the data into sentences.

After compiling the data, we had to synthesize
the audio. In recent years, numerous advanced
speech synthesizers have emerged that have eerily
come close to modeling a natural human speaker,
such as WaveNet and Tacotron (van den Oord
et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017). These end-to-end
deep learning speech synthesizers were evaluated
by us to be the top performing speech synthesiz-
ers in terms of naturalness, but were their imple-
mentations were too slow for us and required a
large amount of training data. We did not need
a speech synthesizer that can best model a single
human voice, but rather a quick speech synthesizer
that we can then post-process by injecting chaos in
order to model the variation and range of human
speech. We also evaluated Idlak, a speech syn-
thesizer included within the open-source speech
toolkit Kaldi.

Ultimately, we decided to go with a range of
tools to synthesize the speech. Choosing from
among our pool uniformly at random for each sen-
tence. This range in terms of synthetic solutions
also helped bring chaos into the final CSS produc-
tion. We used CMU Flite, an open-source quick
speech synthesizer (Black and Lenzo, 2001), all of
the in-built Apple speech synthesizers with the dif-
ferent English voices, and Festival, an open-source
speech synthesizer maintained by CMU and the
University of Edinburgh (Black and Taylor, 1997).

In the injection of chaos, our goal was not to
make the speech sound more natural, but rather
we wanted to ensure that our model was not over-
fitting to the data produced by this one text to
speech generator. As a result, in addition to the
chaos and distortion we introduced into the over-
all speech generation process, we needed to en-
sure that the underlying speech synthesizer had
quality speech generation that sounded natural. In
the future, given more time, budget, and compu-
tation resources, we recommend using a combina-
tion of WaveNet and Tacotron trained off of sev-
eral voices.



3.2 Injecting Chaos

Figure 1: A graph outlining our chaos injection
pipeline.

As described by Figure 1, we implemented a
three-step process to form the chaos. For each sen-
tence in our dataset (corresponding to each audio
file), we randomly select a combination of meth-
ods from the following (i.e. select nmethods from
the following and apply them sequentially at ran-
dom where n is a random number ranging from 0
to the total number of methods).

(1) Vocal-tract length perturbation. We
use vocal-tract length normalization (VTLN) to
perturb the original file by using a randomly-
generated linear transformation applied to the fre-
quency of the original audio file as described in
(Jaitly and Hinton, 2013).

(2) Audio Combination. We collected a se-
ries of audio files from YouTube that ranged from
white noise background and serene beach scenes
to loud conversations and action sequences. We
then randomly combined the audio file with the
random time interval of a random clip.

(3) White Noise Generator. Add a randomly
generated vector to the vector that represents the
speech audio.

(4) Speed Modulation. We can quicken the
speed of the audio file. We randomly select a num-
ber y between 0.7−1.3 and modulate the speed of
the audio by y.

(5) Volume modulation. Change the volume
of the uttered sentence in a range from 0.25−1.75
times.

(6) Lombard Effect. In natural human voice,
there exists the Lombard effect where our voices
naturally rise and fall in response to stimuli mood
and exigency. We sought to simulate the Lombard
effect through data manipulation. We leveraged
Dongyan et al. approach in Lombard effect mim-
icking (2010).

(7) STRAIGHT Manipulation. We randomly

manipulate speech signals such as pitch and speak-
ing rate without other degradation by manipu-
lating parameters using the STRAIGHT system
(Kawahara, 1997).

4 End-to-End Speech Recognizer

In 2014 and 2015, Baidu published an end-to-end
deep learning speech recognizer (Hannun et al.,
2014; Amodei et al., 2015). We further lever-
age Mozilla’s implementation of Deep Speech as
the backbone for our speech recognition pipeline
(Mozilla, 2017). Our speech recognizer trains on
a speech audio file and a text transcript of the au-
dio file. This text transcript does not include any
phonemes, which makes it convenient for easily
creating transcripts. During testing, it consumes a
speech audio file and outputs a proposed text tran-
script. Our model relies on three layers of 2-D
convolutions and seven recurrent layers followed
by a fully-connected output layer alongside Batch
Normalization trained using CTC loss (Graves and
Jaitly, 2014).

The first step of the process is to use a CTC
trained bidirectional RNN model in order to align
the transcript provided for training to the frames
of audio. As well, temporal convolution is used to
efficiently model the necessary temporal transla-
tion for the variable length utterances, which is a
common practice in speech recognition.

RNN layers. In order to be able to create a
model that scales efficiently with training, we need
to increase the network’s depth, by adding more
hidden layers. We did this so that we did not need
to make each layer larger. This has been studied in
previous work and it has been shown to be more
effective to increase the number of hidden layers
as compared to increasing the size of each indi-
vidual layer. In order to deal with optimization
issues, we employed batch normalization to speed
up the process of training. Batch normalization,
though not typically able to affect or aide in the
generalizability of performance, has been shown
to improve results in speech recognition systems
(Amodei et al., 2015). For each of our hidden
units, we find the variance and mean over all of
our items in our minibatch over the length of a se-
quence.

Language Model and Decoding. Since the
RNN is producing character-level transcripts, we
must decode these into the most probable English
sentences (i.e. correct “Bo Biden died last year”



to “Beau Biden died last year”). We leverage an
n-gram language model to do this decoding step
by maximizing via Beam search the objective de-
scribed in 1 through the same optimization as de-
scribed by Hannun et al., where c is a character
given an utterance x.

Q(c) = α ∗ log(P (c | x)) + β ∗ log(P (c))
+ γ ∗ length(c) (1)

We generate the language model ourselves
through the Simple Wikipedia dataset collected.
This dataset best models the same conversational
language that we will be testing the final system
on. Using the KenLM toolkit, we build the lan-
guage model through a Kneser-Ney smoothed 4-
gram model with pruning (Heafield et al., 2013).
The language model generates

We then perform a series of optimizations to
make sure that the training can finish within a
reasonable amount of time on a cluster of GPUs.
Chief among these is parallelization across a clus-
ter of GPUs with 100s of GBs of RAM which we
were fortunate enough to have access to in order
to ensure the training time completed as quickly
as possible—although the entire process still took
incredibly long.

5 Experiments

There are two parts to the tasks that we have to
complete. The first part involves retrieving human
produced data and training our model on it in or-
der to get a baseline word error rate. For this task,
we will use the Switchboard dataset, which is the
most popular dataset in academia. Switchboard is
a set of recordings of two individuals conversing
with each other on a given topic over the phone. It
contains 2000 hours of such conversations and de-
tailed transcripts. It is popular in academia for its
fidelity, amount of data, and real world use case,
meaning the recordings are not done in a recording
studio with little to no background noise or inter-
ference. It is also widely considered to be a very
challenging dataset to test ASR.

We perform two baseline experiments training
off of the pure Switchboard dataset. These experi-
ments sought to test the performance of our speech
recognition pipeline before testing the specific role
speech synthesis can play in improving the results.
One of the trickiest problems about Switchboard is

Figure 2: A graph outlining our loss over three ex-
periments. Red is 500 hours of synthesized data,
green is 500 hour of human generated data, and
blue is a 1000 hours of human and synthesized
speech.

generalizing to the varying levels of speaker adap-
tation. We hope our CSS model will be able to
better generalize on the variation due to the small
training size of Switchboard. We use a learning
rate of 0.001, a batch size of 30, and a dropout
rate of 0.30 for all experiments. We train for 50
epochs parallelized on a cluster of GPUs with 128
GB RAM using Tensorflow optimized to run on
NVIDIA CUDA. Further, since Switchboard is de-
livered at 8Khz, we synthesize our speech with a
frame rate of 8Khz.

The first experiment tested a 500-hour subset
of the Switchboard data. These 500 hours were
drawn at random from the “easy” portion of the
Switchboard dataset. The easy portion is the non-
Call Home portion of Switchboard. This experi-
ment had no synthesized speech and served as a
baseline. We were able to achieve a final word er-
ror rate of 21.31% on the test set.

The second baseline experiment tested a 1000-
hour subset of the Switchboard data similarly pro-
cured as the original 500 hour subset. In this ex-
periment, we kept the hyper-parameters constant
and were able to achieve a word error rate of
13.86%.

Then, we synthesized the data through the Sim-
ple English Wikipedia dataset that we collected.
For every i sentence that we processed, we marked
this as a labeled data point, xi. We then marked
alongside xi the actual read transcript yi. x and
y became the training features. We synthesized a
total of 500 hours worth of read Simple English



Training Corpus Total Hours of Speech WER
Switchboard Subset 500 21.31%
Switchboard 1000 13.86%
Synthesized (CSS) Speech 500 81.69%
Switchboard and Synthesized (CSS) 1000 19.54%

Table 2: The results of four of our experimental tests on the best configuration of our hyperparameters
after training. All of the results are tested on the Switchboard dataset.

Wikipedia utterances.
Holding all else constant, we trained the speech

recognizer off of a dataset containing only synthe-
sized data. This training data thus contained 500
hours worth of chaotically-synthesized speech.
We achieved a final word error rate of 81.69%
when tested. This abysmal word error rate is as ex-
pected since the chaotically generated voice does
not have a very strong resemblance to the natu-
rally generated voice. However, as shown in Fig-
ure 2, the system was able to minimize the loss of
the training set (which was exclusively synthetic
data). Therefore, we can conclude that the system
is able to train quite well to accurately recognize
speech of chaotically-synthesized speech, but that,
when trained exclusively off of this, generalizes
poorly to actual, natural human speech.

Finally, we performed the final experiment in
order to determine the role that CSS can have in
augmenting a model already trained off of natu-
ral speech. This would be the general use-case of
CSS. Rather than training exclusively off of CSS,
one can first train off of a smaller natural human
dataset, and then augment that dataset with CSS
to further improve the results. In this experiment
combining the same 500 hours in experiment 1
with the 500 hours in experiment 3, we were able
to train off of a total of 1000 hours of speech—
half real switchboard and half synthetic. After
training, our model achieved a word error rate of
19.54%, which was better (albeit, marginally) than
the word error rate after training only off of 500
hours of speech. We can therefore conclude that
augmenting a dataset with chaotically-synthesized
speech can in fact improve the model’s overall ac-
curacy.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

After the completion of our several experiments,
we were successfully able to show that we can im-
prove our model’s word error rate (accuracy) by
augmenting the training data with chaotically syn-

thesized speech. Originally, we sought to explore
how adding synthetically generated speech would
influence the accuracy of a model. We showed
that training off of synthesized data only resulted
in poor generalized accuracy, but when trained in
combination, accuracy can be improved.

After training our model on the 1000 hours
of Switchboard and CSS (500 hours of Switch-
board speech and 500 hours of CSS), we were able
to improve our model as compared to the model
that was trained on just 500 hours of Switchboard
speech. Our word error rate dropped 1.77% to
19.54% from 21.31%. This demonstrated that one
can add CSS to a dataset and yield higher ac-
curacy rates similar to how one could train off
of more natural data and achieve higher accu-
racy rates. The chaos generated in the speech al-
lowed our model to not overfit the model to the
speech that would be generated from our speech
synthesizer and thus create a more general model.
This helps the model learn speech more generally,
which would typically occur by being passed in
speech from a multitude of speakers. However, it
also means that it is limited in the word error rate
that it can achieve.

The word error rate achieved with 500 hours of
CSS and 500 hours of Switchboard is higher than
the word error rate of 1000 hours of just switch-
board (13.86% compared to 19.54%). This means
that while CSS can be added to the dataset to im-
prove accuracy, it does not do as well as adding
natural speech. Natural, human speech is thus
preferable to CSS. Despite this, the addition of
CSS can still marginally improve the model’s ac-
curacy.

An unknown question that our experiment faces
is that of when the synthesized speech would cease
to be helpful and only hinder our model. Theoreti-
cally, if we had millions of hours of human speech
data, we could train a model with a very low word
error rate of X . As well, if we had millions of
hours of varied synthesized speech, we could train



a model with a low word error rate of Y . However
our word error rate of X would be much lower
than that of Y . Therefore, if we wanted to augment
our dataset for the model that achieved X , all we
would be doing is worsening the word error rate.
The unknown question is at what point does the
word error rate achieved by some number of hours
of human generated speech achieve the word error
rate of Y and cease to be improved by adding more
synthesized speech. If the model could achieve a
word error rate of Y or better after 2000, which
is the dataset size of the full Switchboard corpus,
augmentation by synthesized speech would hinder
the model. Since we did not train off of the full
Switchboard corpus due to resource constraints,
we do not know if our model would have been able
to show improvement after 2000 hours of natural
human speech training. Perhaps, just adding more
data would improve the model after 1000 hours,
but it may have failed to show positive returns af-
ter training off of the full Switchboard dataset first.
We, thus, cannot decisively claim that augmenting
the dataset with CSS will always improve the ac-
curacy. However, in datasets of limited size (such
as the truncated Switchboard set), augmenting the
dataset with CSS does indeed help.

There may, however, also be a threshold with
which adding more CSS no longer produces pos-
itive returns. It may be possible that the accuracy
will plateau at some arbitrary number after the ad-
dition of n new synthesized samples, and that the
positive returns showed here cannot actually ex-
trapolate to the breakthrough results hypothesized
by training off of the full Wikipedia corpus of 730-
thousand hours.

These experiments, however, demonstrate a
proof of concept system that shows that there is
hope that current datasets can be augmented by
synthetic speech in order to improve accuracy. We
suggest that future research seeks to pin down pre-
cisely the role of chaotically-synthesized speech
in its ability to improve speech recognizers’ ac-
curacy. Future experiments should test exactly at
what threshold does adding more CSS fail to im-
prove returns as well as if the augmentation of
CSS even improves the model at all after it has
been trained on a sufficiently large amount of hu-
man speech. In the end, the potential for CSS-
augmented datasets is incredible if these results
can be shown to extrapolate for larger training
sizes. We look forward to further researching this

space, and hope that this paper raises enough ques-
tions to pique the interest of other researchers in
the field as well.
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